OUR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

We will preserve our natural resources and minimize our impact to the environment while maintaining, modernizing and retiring our Navy’s fleet. We are committed to being good environmental stewards by knowing and adhering to applicable regulations, requirements, and instructions. We are dedicated to continual and measurable improvement while enhancing performance consistent with our Environmental Management System.

We act boldly with a sense of purpose, pride and patriotism through our personal investment and CARE for our environment while accomplishing the mission.

COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT. Demonstrate personal commitment by knowing and adhering to applicable processes, instructions, and regulations.

ALWAYS IMPROVE. Identify and reduce operational environmental risks through day-to-day decision making, long term planning, and continuous evaluation of work practices for improvement. Tear down barriers and work as a team to foresee and correct problems affecting our workplace.

REDUCE, RECYCLE, REUSE. Continually strive to accomplish our mission while reducing the waste we generate. Recycle materials and use recycled materials whenever possible.

ELIMINATE POLLUTION. Commit to being a good neighbor by reducing or eliminating the discharge of pollutants. Act promptly and responsibly to correct conditions that endanger human health, safety, or the environment.

Environmental stewardship is a commitment to future generations and is critical to our mission.

Use of CARE as a part of our Environmental Management System is in accordance with OPNAVINST 5090.1D.
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ONE MISSION—ONE TEAM!